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V85000 SERIES REARMING INSTRUCTIONS
MANUAL INFLATOR WITH AUTO BACK-UP SYSTEM
D I S A S S E M B LY
(see figure)
Step 1: Unscrew used CO2 cylinder in a
counter-clockwise direction and
immediately discard. Do not
insert new cylinder at this time. It
will discharge. To avoid confusion
later in the rearming process, we
suggest you throw away the old
CO2 cylinder now.
Step 2: Unscrew the clear cap on the
bottom of the inflator in a counter-clockwise direction. Remove
and discard used yellow plastic
bobbin element.
Step 3: Rinse any white residue remaining in or on the cap and from the
body of the inflator. Shake dry or
allow to air dry. Fresh water
rinse is desirable.
Step 4: Check date on side of bobbin
to ensure the bobbin is less than
4 years old. Insert the fresh
bobbin, lining up slots on bobbin
with the ridges inside the body.
Replace clear cap on inflator
securely but do not over-tighten.
The indicator at the bottom of
the cap will change from red to
green when the bobbin is
properly loaded.
Step 5: If manual lever is not locked or
the green indicator tab is missing, close the lever within the
inflator body and carefully insert
a new green indicator tab so
that it fully covers the red semicircle on the body.
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V85000 SERIES REARMING INSTRUCTIONS
MANUAL INFLATOR WITH AUTO BACK-UP SYSTEM
REARMING
Note: Rearming must follow the
sequence to the right.
Step 6: Look into the threaded cylinder
receiver and view the gasket.
Replace if worn.
Step 7: Inspect the face of the new
cylinder. Be sure it is smooth
and has no holes or scratches.
There is a gross weight on the
cylinder. If you have any question about cylinder integrity,
weigh the cylinder on a small
scale, such as a postage scale.
Compare the weight printed on
the cylinder to the actual
weight. If they do not match,
get another cylinder.
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Step 8: Screw the new cylinder in a
clockwise direction into the
cylinder receiver firmly. Do not
over-tighten, but ensure the fit
is snug.
Step 9: Check arming indicators on
your inflator are green every
boating trip. They will tell you
if there is need for service.
Check the cylinder face regularly. Ensure it is operational.
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Enjoy your inflatable life vest!
STEP 9
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